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ABSTRACT

Recently, ETRI developed a Korean-Japanese speech trans

lation system for Korean front desk side in hotel reserva

tion task. The system consists of three s느b-sy$terns each of 

which is responsible for speech recognition, machine trans

lation, and speech synthesis. This paper introduces the 

background of the system development and describes the 

functions of the sub-systems,

1 INTRODUCTION

Three institutions which are Electronics and Telecommu

nications Research Institute(ETRI, Korea), Korea Tele- 

com(KT, Korea), and Kokusai Denshin Denwa(KDD, 

Japan) have performed the cooperative research since 1991 

to develop a Korean-Japanese speech translation system 

for hotel reservation task. They planned to perform the 

cooperative research from 1991 to 1997. Demonstration 

of the speech translation system was held on May in 1995 

as an intermediate result of the seven year project. Each 

of three institutions has developed its own parts indepen

dently which comprises speech recognition, machine trans

lation, speech synthesis. We, in ETRI, are responsible for 

Korean front desk side, KT for Korean customer side and 

KDD for both Japanese sides. This paper describes our 

work about speech recognition, machine translation, and 

speech synthesis briefly below.

2 SPEECH RECOGNITION

The speech recognition system has the following three fea

tures. First, an embedded bootstrapping training method 

that enables us to train each phone model without phoneme 

segmentation database is used. Second, a hybrid estima

tion method which is composed of the forward-backward 

algorithm and the Viterbi algorithm is proposed for the 

HMM parameter estimation. Third, a between-word mod

eling technique is used at function word boundaries.

2.1 Task Domain and Vocabulary Set

The hotel reservation task has following vocabulary set. 

This set is a word and sentence set related to hotel front

desk-side speaking. This vocabulary is a set of 242 words 

and word-phrases including digits related to dates, 167 

Japanese surnames, etc[l, 5]. These data sets are shown 

in Table 1.

To reflect real situation, it is good to get data from real 

situation. But, we chose these speech data from virtual sce

nario for convenience. We made domain sentences for the 

vocabulary set from predefined finite state network gram

mar. This grammar has 26 types for the data set,

2.2 Preprocessing

We 니se four codebooks, each with 256 entries, that use 

(1) 12 LPC cepstral coefficients; (2) 12 스 LPC cepstral 

coefficients; (3) 12 A-A LPC cepstral coefficients; and (4)
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Table 1: The words pronounced by each speaker are the 

same ones for each speaker. But, the sentences pronounced 

by each speaker are different from each other. All speak

ers pronounce words and sentences only one time. The M 

means the male speakers.

Data set Train Test

front desk 

side

Words 242 x 40 M 242 x 10 M

Sentences 93 x 40 M 93 x 10 M

Initialization
-Uniform distribution
• Linear ,>honeme segmeniaiion 

Training by SKM + FB algorithm

483 CD_PLU models

Wocd training DB

Sentence training DB

Select appropriate CD_PLU 
models for FSN from sentence
C[J_PLU models

Word-bjicd CD_ PLU 
exicon for training words Figure 2: (A) Expanded HMM states according to HMM 

topology, (B) Criphones as a CD-PLU, (C) FSN for a situ

ation.

iemeriL. -based CD.PLU 
lexicon (of iraming scnieiU'es

492 CD.PLU models

Figure 1: Training procedure for the front-desk side data 

set Co estimate CD-PLU parameters.

normalized log power, △ power, and power. For end 

point detection, we use sequential method which is varied 

from (2j for demonstration. Speech is sampled at 16kHz 

and Preprocessings produce 20 dimensional LPC-cepstral 

coefficients which are then bandpass liftered.

2.3 Training

To train the SCHMM (Semi-continuous hidden Markov 

model), we used the hybrid algorithm which first segments 

speech into the unit of CD_PLU (context dependent phone 

like unit) by the Viterbi decoding and then uses FB (for

ward backward) algorithm within each CD-PLU boundary. 

This algorithm requires less computation than full FB al

gorithm which is applied to the whole utterance. The FB 

algorithm considers all paths and the SKM considers only 

the best path[3], and our hybrid algorithm considers the 

best path in the inter-CD一PLU and full paths in the intra- 

CD-PLU. The training procedure is depicted in Figure 1.

2.4 FSN as a Language Model

In the developed systems, we adopted a finite state network 

(FSN) grammar as a language model. This FSN is usually 

not a proper grammar for the language whose word order 

is not important like Korean compared with English. But, 

because this FSN can represent the syntactic and seman

tic restrictions and can reduce search space in recognition 

stage, we used the FSN as a language model of our baseline 

system. Figure 2 (C) shows one part of the FSN in our task 

domain. In Figure 2 (C), each node means words which are 

able to construct all legal sentences in this FSN[1, 5].

2.5 Implementation of a Continuous Speech 
Recognizer

We incorporate word and sentence knowledge into our rec

ognizers in the following manners: Each word is repre

sented as a network of CD_PLUs (in Figure 2 (B)) which 

encode the way the word can be pronounced. The FSN 

grammar can be represented as a network whose nodes are 

words, and the network encodes all legal sentences. We can 

then take the FSN grammar network, instantiate each word 

with the network of CD_PLUs, and then instantiate each 

instance of a CD-PLU with its HMM (in Figure 2 (A)). 

Then we have a large HMM that encodes all the legal sen

tences. By placing all the knowledge in the data structures 

of the HMMs, it is possible to perform a global search that 

takes all the knowledge into account at every step.

In o니r systems, we used Viterbi beam search [4] as a 

search algorithm and used partial Viterbi backtracking in 

demonstration. We considered the threshold value and the 

number of survived states as some constraints to prune 

HMM states.

To evaluate our system, we took two kinds of experi

ments, The first one is an isolated word recognition exper

iment whose results are 99-3% in the case of close exper

iment and 97.3% of open experiment. And the second is 
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a continuous speech recognition experiment. The accuracy 

are 97.6% in the case when including insertion error, and 

97.8% when excluding insertion error. Above accuracy is 

obtained under speaker independent experiments.

3 MACHINE TRANSLATION

A speech translation system is inherently a conversational 

system. Inputs to translation system, i.e, outputs from 

speech recognizer can have various kinds of utterance style 

or vocabulary selection according to the opposite's response 

utterance. In some task domains, direct translation for ut

terance can cause meaningless result due U)the difference 

of culture or pragmatics. If the interface between recog

nition system and translation system is done in symbolic 

level, not signal level ( for example, N-best or 1-best out

put, of FSN), a dictionary of word or phrase for translation 

is restricted to the vocabulary used in recognition. For ex

ample, some words in Korean recognition task do not have 

corresponding translation equivalents in Japanese task, and 

vice versa.

In other words, speech translation system should have 

translation module and dialogue flow control module. The 

former analizes recognition results and translates them. 

The latter analizes translation result and predicts dialogue 

flow and reflects well opposite's intention. In order to se~ 

lect the proper translation words according to conversion of 

analysis result, it is necessary to construct domain knowl

edge in detail.

It is important to construct detailed knowledge of dia

logue following the conceptual categorization which cover 

inherent cultural tradition of each country or pragmatics, 

c.g. honorific expressions. Korean greeting, ”안나!하시니 

(means "How de you do?" or "h시"广, is trans

lated to consistent Japanese ar English expression.

Interface with recognition Hystein is basically first-best 

and semantic analysis has an hierarchical conceptual struc

ture due to FSN node number attached to first-best <)ui pul. 

The result of re-analysis of the opposite's utterance is as

signed to each slot of frame which is classified by conceptual 

categorization of the corresponding domain.

Translated words are selected through referring to de

tailed knowledge expression and the slot of dialogue flow 

control module. Or, the Japanese expression for ''안녕하십 

니 까'' is selected according to the time of a day.

Translation processes idioms by example based method.

4 SPEECH SYNTHESIS

The advanced Korean text-to-speech conversion system us

ing TD-PSOLA(Time Domain-Pitch Synchronous Overlap 

and Add) technique, operates in real time on a UNIX work- 

station without any DSP board.

Speech synthesis system consists of language process

ing module, prosody processing module, and synthetic 

speech generation module. Language processing module 

performs text preprocessing, Korean functional word anal

ysis, parser, prosody marker generation, and grapheme to 

phoneme conversion. Text preprocessing converts numer

als, symbols, English and Chinese characters into Korean. 

Korean functional word analysis decomposes Korean par

ticles, snflix inflections, adverbs, and conjunctions, and as

signs one of -18 attributes eujeal by eujeol. Korean eujeols 

arc composed of [noun+particle], [verb+suffix inflectionj, 

adverb, or conjunction. Parser b니ilds phrase level syntax 

structure 니sing the attributes. Prosody marker generation 

uses syntax information for each phrase to specify one of 

13 prosody markers that influence the spoken output. Ex

ceptional word dictionary provides pronunciations for ex

ception；!.] words, and 26 Korean phonological rules converts 

grapht'ine to phoneme.

rriie prosody module calculates the duration of phonemes 

and the contour of fundamental frequency by rules based 

on t.he analysis of a，few hundreds of speech data read by 

an anrnni!icer. The phrase 시 macro prosody uses the 

syiitiici ic and positional information of prosodic phrases in 

a. sentence. The syllable level micro prosody uses phonetic 

context and the position of syllable in a prosodic phrase.

The synthesis module s시ects the synthesis units(total 

1226) from phoneme si ring, modifies and ('oncatenates the 

synthesis units t o generate speech output. The appropriate 

synthesis units for the phouenie sequence of each prosodic 
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phrase are selected depending on the phonetic and prosodic 

context. Each unit contains time domain data, pitch, and 

segment information necessary for TD-PSOLA application. 

The synthesis units includes the main variations of Korean 

phonemes. To decrease the concatenation defects, we use 

acoustic phonetic knowledge of Korean for spectral match. 

The prosodic parameters, i.e., duration, FO and amplitude 

are directly scaled on the time-domain. We adopts un

balanced short time Hanning window to preserve original 

values at the pitch boundaries.

The advanced Korean T-t-S conversion system adopting 

TD-PSOLA technique shows much higher intelligibility and 

naturalness than the old one based on demisyllable units 

and Line Spectral Pairs.

1114

Synlhclk 卜ncrmiE、uzhjlc

Lun^u;i^c [wixcssinp mlxk'ulc

nllicsi/ci!

Figure 3: Text-to-speech conversion system: Ge나lsori-II

5 CONCLUSION

This paper describes a Korean-Japanese speech translation 

system for Korean front desk side in hotel reservation task. 

Korean continuous speech recognition system uses phone

based semi-continuous hidden Markov model(SCHMM) 

method for the automatic interpretation. A finite state 

network(FSN) grammar is adopted as a language model. 

Three features of the recognition system are following: an 

embedded bootstrapping training method, a hybrid param

eter estimation method, a between-word modeling tech

nique. The continuous speech recognition rate is 97.6% in 

the speaker-independent experiment . This system outputs 

a sentence with the best score to the machine translation 

system.

For the machine translation, an example-based trans

lation method is used. Translation is performed through 

simple conversion in phrase level in most, cases. But, se

mantic ambiguities are processed by invoking exceptional 

procedure according to dialog flow and information about 

translation equivalents in word dictionary.

The advanced Korean text-to-speech conversion system 

using TD-PSOLA(Time Domain-Pitch Synchronous Over

lap and Add) technique, operates in real time on a UNIX 

workstation without any DSP board.
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